10756NAT CERTIFICATE III IN
CODING ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES FOR INDIGENOUS
LITERACY (CALIL)
The nationally accredited Certificate III in CALIL fulfils the need of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples to have their First Languages (FL) protected from incorrect pronunciations and
generated into authentic language and literacy teaching resources. CALIL transitions First
Language resources into the modern context and allows speakers to simultaneously participate
in both Indigenous life-ways and the mainstream economy – two ways.

What is CALIL?
Historically, vast amounts of work have been
undertaken by First Language speakers but
there has been no pathway for this work to be
recognised, remunerated or laced within a
training network offering opportunities for real
training, qualification, or employment.
Developed, directly in response to requests by
Elders, by Mary-Ruth Mendel, Speech and
Language Pathologist, Coding Aboriginal
Languages for Indigenous Literacy (CALIL)
directly addresses two key needs:
Community need and requests for training
in the development of quality language and
literacy resources in First Language with
governance and empowerment by and with
the community
Eradication of distorted pronunciation of
First Language words with a practical and
workable solution.
The nationally accredited Certificate III in
CALIL offers opportunities for community
members to:
embark on a training pathway that leads
to other courses and workplace
opportunities
receive accredited recognition through a
training framework for, potentially paid,
work.

Is this course for you?
This course is delivered in communities with
participants wishing to record the target First
Language.
The course is for two main groups:
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander
participants with oral language skills in
their own First Language/s
Other participants with oral language
skills in the target First Language.
There are no entry requirements for this
qualification but participants must have
access to First Language Speakers in the
target language with cultural authority to
verify their Language work.

Course Structure
The Certificate III in Coding Aboriginal
Languages for Indigenous Literacy
(CALIL) is delivered by the Australian
Literacy and Numeracy Foundation as a
third party provider to MTC Australia.
It comprises 4 core units which are
completed as one cluster of learning
across the whole course through
combinations of workshops, which can be
provided in intensive blocks and/or
flexible community-driven schedules.

CORE UNITS
UNIT CODE

UNIT NAME

CALCOD001

Code components of a First Language manual

CALCOD002

Construct First Language phonogram cards

CALCOD003

Record First Language words and apply pronunciation code

CALRES001

Contribute to the development of First Language resources

If you are interested or wish to find out more, call ALNF at 02 9362 3388 or register your interest at
mtcaustralia.com.au or by emailing trainer@alnf.org and we will be in touch.

MTC is the social enterprise that gives
people the inspiration, capability and
opportunity to create a fulfilling life. We
deliver high impact employment, training
and youth programs that help people gain
skills for employment and entrepreneurship,
build self-worth, and enable possibilities for
transformative change.

The Australian Literacy and Numeracy
Foundation (ALNF), established in 1999, is a
national charity dedicated to raising
language, literacy and numeracy standards in
Australia. ALNF believes that literacy is
freedom- literacy allows individuals to access
education, participate meaningfully in our
society and to have a voice. It is a basic
human right.

